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ABSTRACT
The Hurricane Imaging Radiometer (HIRAD) is an experimental, airborne, microwave remote
sensor that was developed to measure hurricane surface wind speed and rain rate, and thereby,
provide data for scientific research and for the next generation operational hurricane surveillance.
The object of this dissertation is to develop objective procedures and techniques that can be used
to evaluate and characterize the HIRAD brightness temperature (Tb) image product provided by
NASA MSFC.

First, the approach that was developed for geolocation (latitude and longitude) accuracy
determination of HIRAD image pixels is presented. Using statistical estimation theory, highcontrast HIRAD imagery are compared with high resolution maps at land/water boundaries, and
an error model and measurement results are presented for a variety of pixel locations. Also, a
procedure is presented for estimating the HIRAD feature resolution, i.e., the effective spatial
resolution (instantaneous field of view, IFOV) in the HIRAD Tb images.

Next, the objective technique developed to evaluate HIRAD reconstructed ocean brightness
temperature (Tb) images is described and presented. Examples are presented for several ocean
scenes, which covers a wide range of ocean wind speed conditions that include Hurricanes. For
these cases, surface truth in the form of independent ocean brightness temperatures measurements
are obtained by airborne microwave radiometers for comparison.
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INTRODUCTION
Hurricanes are the most violent storms on Earth and the destruction they cause include property
damage and loss of lives. Once a hurricane forms, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) National Hurricane Center has the mandate to provide surveillance and
issue forecast and warnings to civilian and governmental agencies. A crucial part of this mandate
is to provide aircraft surveillance to monitor the storm development (strength) and to provide the
location of the center of circulation and pressure within the eye. These observations and other data
derived from satellites are used as inputs to numerical weather models that are used to predict the
future track and hurricane peak wind speed.

In addition to operational surveillance, the NOAA Hurricane Research Division (HRD) conducts
an airborne hurricane observations program to aid scientists in better understanding hurricane
formation and development. These “hurricane hunter” aircrafts are equipped with a variety of in
situ and remote sensing instruments to provide measurements of the lower and middle troposphere.
Among these instruments is the Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer (SFMR), which is the
only remote sensor that can provide the important surface wind speed measurement.

This dissertation concerns another (experimental) remote sensor known as the Hurricane Imaging
Radiometer (HIRAD). HIRAD is an experimental C-band, synthetic aperture airborne microwave
radiometer developed by NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) in collaboration with
NOAA HRD, the University of Michigan and the Central Florida Remote Sensing Laboratory
(CFRSL) at University of Central Florida. HIRAD’s objective is to provide hurricane wind speed

and rain rate data for scientific research. The importance of HIRAD is that it uses new remote
sensing technology that can significantly improve the surface wind speed measurement and that
offers potential to be the next generation operational hurricane remote sensing technology.

1.1 Dissertation Objectives
This dissertation is the third on the series of dissertations dealing with HIRAD, which have been
performed by PhD students at the Central Florida Remote Sensing Laboratory. However, this
dissertation was the first that deals with actual HIRAD measurements in hurricanes. The original
objective of this research was to evaluate the retrieval of ocean surface wind speed and rain rate in
hurricanes. Unfortunately, like many new remote sensing instruments, HIRAD has faced significant
development issues that have resulted in an evolutionary hardware and data processing design. After
many attempts to develop HIRAD wind speed and rain rate retrieval algorithms, it became apparent
that the failure to achieve satisfactory results was the result of poor instrument radiometric
(brightness temperature) calibration. Thus, the emphasis of this dissertation was changed to focus
on the radiometric calibration accuracy and to leave the geophysical retrievals for a future graduate
student.

Unfortunately, because of the continuing evolution of the instrument hardware, this became a
moving target; so, after devoting considerable effort, it was decided to change the direction of the
research for a second and final time. Instead of characterizing HIRAD instrument transfer function
to yield a stable radiometric calibration, this dissertation focuses on developing objective
2

approaches to evaluate the HIRAD brightness temperature imagery for a given flight, which is
associated with a given instrument configuration.

Therefore, the focus of this dissertation is to develop objective procedures and techniques that can
be used to evaluate and characterize the HIRAD brightness temperature (Tb) image product
provided by NASA MSFC.
This research is divided into two categories:
First, is the development of analysis techniques for the evaluation of the HIRAD Tb image
pixel geolocation (latitude and longitude) accuracy as a function of along-track and crosstrack position. Also, included is the development of image processing techniques that can
quantify the image effective spatial resolution (or sensor instantaneous field of view,
IFOV).
Second, is the radiometric evaluation of the HIRAD reconstructed ocean brightness
temperature (Tb) images, which can provide an independent assessment of the HIRAD
radiometric calibration accuracy and stability using available traceable calibration
standards.

The approach taken will be described in the following chapters, which are organized as follows:

3

Chapter-2 is a description of the HIRAD instrument, with emphasis on the reconstruction of
the brightness temperature images
Chapter-3 presents the analysis techniques for image geolocation and effective spatial
resolution determination
Chapter-4 presents the application of the inter-satellite radiometric calibration (XCAL)
technique to HIRAD
Chapter-5 presents results of the radiometric evaluation of HIRAD for two hurricane flights
Chapter-6 presents conclusions and recommendations for future research
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HIRAD DESIGN AND FUNCTION
2.1 HIRAD Instrument

The Hurricane Imaging Radiometer (HIRAD) is an experimental C-band airborne microwave
radiometer developed by NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) to provide hurricane
surface wind speed and rain rate data for scientific research. Moreover, HIRAD offers potential to
be the next generation operational hurricane remote sensing technology that expands the current
(nadir-only) Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer (SFMR) measurements to a wide-swath
image. Thus, the objective of the Hurricane Imaging Radiometer (HIRAD) is to provide twodimensional images of hurricane surface wind speed and rain rate fields for scientific research.

The antenna on HIRAD captures microwave emissions from the ocean surface. At hurricane wind
speeds, the height of ocean waves increases and wave breaking occurs, thereby producing a layer
of white frothy sea foam that partially covers the ocean surface. Radiometrically, this foam is
approximately a black body, which emits increased microwave radiation. HIRAD receiver
measures the total microwave energy from a given antenna instantaneous field of view (IFOV),
which is used to produce a two-dimensional image of the surface wind speed field that is an
important advantage over the current SFMR sensor. In addition, HIRAD provides brightness
temperatures that show the areas of falling rain, as well as the hurricane surface wind speed.

5

HIRAD is an airborne microwave remote sensor that uses microwave synthetic thinned aperture
radiometer (STAR) technology to measure the ocean brightness temperature (Tb) at 4 C-band
frequencies, simultaneously. From these brightness temperature measurements, it is possible to
retrieve hurricane force ocean surface winds in the presence of tropical rains with 2 - 6 km spatial
resolution over a wide swath of typically 60 km (from a 20 km altitude).

Currently, the NOAA/USAF hurricane surveillance uses the operational airborne Stepped
Frequency Microwave Radiometer (SFMR) to provide real-time measurements of surface wind
speed and rain rates in hurricanes [1]. Using a real aperture spot beam horn antenna, SFMR makes
a single pixel observation directly below the aircraft and the forward motion of the aircraft creates
a narrow line measurement. On the other hand, HIRAD uses interferometric signal processing to
synthesize a multi-beam pushbroom imager with no mechanical scanning [2]. Thus, HIRAD
technology serves as a prototype for future microwave imaging of hurricanes.

The instrument block diagram (Fig. 2.1) comprises an integrated stacked patch antenna array,
showing 10 analog receivers with integrated calibration sources, a real-time digital signal
processor, and subsystems for command and data handling (C&DH) and for power distribution
(PDU) and thermal control. The signals from each of the 10 linear array elements (fan beam
antenna patterns) are filtered, amplified, demodulated and digitized by dedicated receivers. All
possible pairs of the 10 radiometer signals are cross-correlated in the digital signal processor using
complex multipliers to form the raw, un-calibrated, visibility samples that make up level-0 archival
data produced by the sensor.
6

Figure 2.1 HIRAD system block diagram.

2.2 HIRAD Antenna

The key feature of the HIRAD system is the planar antenna that comprises linear arrays of stacked
multi-resonant radiators, operating at 4, 5, 6, and 6.6 GHz [3]. Each linear array, viewed as an
individual fan beam antenna element, is placed in an optimum thinned array configuration to
produce the interferometer baselines needed for aperture synthesis [4]. All the fan beams overlap
defining a “brightness temperature strip” on the earth surface to be imaged. The image sub-pixels
along the strip are resolved by interferometry, and the strip is oriented cross track to the direction
of motion, so that the aircraft forward motion creates an equivalent “pushbroom” image (Fig 2.2).
Individual receivers after each fan beam element contain internal hot and cold calibration loads. A
single correlated noise diode is also distributed to all receivers to calibrate the interferometric
correlation measurements [2].
7

Figure 2.2 Equivalent real-aperture pushbroom radiometer system with 41 beams cross-track [5].

Thus, HIRAD’s antenna measures the horizontally polarized brightness temperature (Tb) emission
from the earth surface over ±60° in the cross-track direction (EIA). The HIRAD antenna also
captures unwanted cross-polarized (X-Pol) radiation, which is significant at the edges of the swath.
This cross-pol energy is considered in the retrieval of ocean wind speed and rain rate.

2.3 Image Reconstruction

The details of the instrument’s raw measurement counts-to-calibrated-visibilities conversion and
image reconstruction algorithm are provided by Ruf et al. in [6]. The basic measurement of HIRAD
8

is called a visibility vector (𝑉̅ ), which consists of the noise electric field complex cross correlations
(visibilities) of all possible pairs of antenna elements (including the self-correlation or zeroth
visibility). If 𝑇̅ is a vector representing the brightness temperature distribution within the antenna
element pattern, then the visibility is:
𝑉̅ = 𝐺̅ 𝑇̅

(2.1)

𝑇̂ = ̅̅̅
𝐺 ′ 𝑉̅

(2.2)

where any element gij of the antenna 𝐺̅ matrix is the sensitivity of ith visibility to brightness
−1
temperature at jth pixel and ̅̅̅
𝐺 ′ = ̅̅̅
𝐺 𝑡 (𝐺̅ ̅̅̅
𝐺𝑡) .

Several types of errors affect this image reconstruction procedure, and a detailed error analysis can
be found in [7]. The ̅̅̅
𝐺 ′ matrix relates the error in 𝑉̅ to the error in 𝑇̅ and, as a result, the Tb error
for a given pixel is a combination of errors from all visibility samples used to form vector 𝑉̅ . The
error in measuring the visibility Δ𝑉̅ can result for both systematic offset in the data, due to
inaccurate calibration, and random, zero mean, measurement noise. The random component of Δ𝑉̅
is a characteristic of the particular instrument design and can be easily predicted. However, the
systematic biases in the visibility samples are harder to predict, since they typically result from an
incomplete or incorrect accounting for the sources of offset and the gain corrections made when
calibrating the instrument. In HIRAD the systematic errors are identified to be much higher in
magnitude compared to the random errors.
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NASA MSFC performs the HIRAD Tb images reconstruction that is equivalent to the simplified
approach of Amarin [5], where HIRAD is treated as a horizontally polarized, multi-beam,
pushbroom radiometer as shown in Fig. 2.2. However, for this paper the number of beam positions
is 283, which corresponds to ~ 0.5° changes in earth incidence angle, EIA. The Tb image provided
by MSFC is composed of 321 beam positions (pixels) that cover a range of ±80° of EIA in the
cross-track direction; however, for the analysis in this dissertation, only beam positions between
±60° of EIA were selected.
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GEOLOCATION VALIDATION
This chapter addresses the evaluation of the brightness temperature (Tb) images produced by
HIRAD for high-contrast land/water targets. Methodologies implemented to validate the
geolocation accuracy and spatial resolution are discussed; and results are presented to provide
quantitative pixel geolocation accuracy and the effective image resolution (antenna beamwidth) of
the Tb image.

3.1 HIRAD Data

The analysis is performed on HIRAD’s brightness temperatures (Tbs) that were measured during
NASA’s Hurricane and Severe Storm Sentinel (HS3) Global Hawk campaign in 2013. The
unmanned Global Hawk flight was conducted over the peninsula of Florida. The brightness
temperature images were provided by NASA MSFC HIRAD project, and the evaluation of these
data are equivalent to the simplified approach of Amarin [5], whereby HIRAD is treated as a
horizontally polarized, multi-beam, pushbroom radiometer. However, for this current analysis, the
number of beam positions is 283 that corresponds to ~ 0.5° changes in earth incidence angle
between pixels for EIA between ±60°.

Over oceans, the Tb images are dominated by the specular surface emission that decreases with
increasing EIA for horizontal polarization. To remove this EIA effect, a radiative transfer model
(RTM) is used to calculate the horizontally polarized smooth-ocean Tb, which is determined by
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the Fresnel power reflection coefficient. An “Excess Tb” image is produced by subtracting the
smooth-surface Tb from the observed (measured) HIRAD Tb as:
𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑇𝑏 = 𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑏 – 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑇𝑏

(3.1)

where the RTM Tb is for clear sky conditions (zero wind speed and zero rain rate). The advantage
of displaying HIRAD as Excess Tb, is that it is easier to observe changes in Tb due to the desired
geophysical parameter changes (WS and RR). The upper panel of Fig. 3.1 shows a typical ocean
Tb cross-track distribution (solid blue) as a function of EIA along with the corresponding modeled
smooth-surface Tb (dashed red) associated with zero wind speed. For this example, the actual
ocean wind speed is uniform over the HIRAD swath at ~ 8 m/s; thus, as expected, the measured
Tb is slightly greater than the modelled Tb with zero wind speed. The bottom panel shows the
corresponding calculated Excess Tb with quasi-random Tb variations that are typical for a HIRAD
image.

Figure 3.1 Top panel: Clear sky ocean scene for zero wind speed: observed (solid-blue) and
modeled (dashed – red) Tb for 5 GHz H-pol. Lower panel: Excess Tb.
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For the analysis that follows, HIRAD geolocation data (Tb pixel longitude, latitude and earth
incidence angles) are provided by NASA MSFC. The platform (aircraft) navigation and attitude
parameters associated with HIRAD flights include: aircraft latitude and longitude, altitude, roll,
pitch and true heading. Using elliptical WGS84 earth geometry, these data are used to calculate
the HIRAD pixel latitude and longitude locations on the Earth’s surface.

The conducted research describes the techniques used and the results obtained from performing an
evaluation of the geolocation of HIRAD Tb images, which includes estimating the pixel location
accuracy as a function of cross-track position. Also, the Tb image is examined to determine the
effective spatial resolution (instantaneous field of view, IFOV). These objectives are accomplished
by comparing the HIRAD Excess Tb images of land/water crossings with high resolution coastline
maps (1 km) and by performing a 2-dimensional cross-correlation of simulated brightness
temperatures for small islands with the observed images.

3.2 Analysis of HIRAD Tb Image Pixel Geolocation
3.2.1 Background

In the satellite microwave imager community, sophisticated on-orbit techniques have been
developed to determine accurate antenna beam pointing [8-10]. Because of a number of error
sources (e.g., sensor antenna alignment and spacecraft attitude control knowledge biases), it is
common to find small misalignments of Tb images of land compared with high resolution maps.
A common approach is to use the sensor Tb images of the earth to find the Tb derivative at the
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land/water boundary for ascending and descending orbit passes. Next the attitude of the spacecraft
is parametrically adjusted in roll, pitch and yaw until an optimum combination is found to correct
the observed misalignment.

For HIRAD, a similar approach is employed that compares the Tb images of land/water crossings
to high-resolution maps to determine the location accuracy. Since the HIRAD is a pushbroom
system, we adopted a procedure developed for the beam-pointing evaluation of the pushbroom
microwave radiometer (MWR) on the AQ/SAC-D satellite [11], which is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. In
this figure, results are shown of a simulation performed to calculate the observed Tb time series of
a 1-D Gaussian antenna pattern passing over an ideal “step function” land/water boundary. The
upper panel shows the assumed scene brightness for water (150 K) and land (300 K), and the
second panel presents the normalized antenna pattern. The third panel shows the simulated
radiometer Tb measurement obtained by the convolution of the antenna pattern with the Tb step
function scene. Finally, the corresponding Tb derivative (slope) is given in the bottom panel. For
this geometry, the maximum Tb slope occurs where the antenna IFOV beam fill is exactly 50%
over land and 50% over water; thus, this geolocation technique involves finding the location of the
maximum Tb slope point and compares this with the coastline map.
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Figure 3.2 Convolution of a theoretical “knife-edge” land/water boundary with an ideal 1Dimensional Gaussian antenna pattern. Lower two panels are brightness temperature and
brightness slope.

3.2.2 Methodology

To obtain an accurate estimation of the geolocation of the pixels in the HIRAD Tb image, the
approach was to select suitable land/water crossings where the Tb image would be approximately
binary. For ocean pixels, the excess brightness will be approximately uniform, but for land, the Tb
scene is generally more heterogeneous. Therefore, it is important to select near-homogeneous
natural surfaces that are void of significant regions of standing water (e.g., lakes, rivers, swamps,
etc.) and man-made structures (buildings and roads).
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We selected a land/water crossing that occurred during an aircraft flight over North Florida, when
the altitude was in the range (15 – 20 km) of nominal operations. For example, consider the HIRAD
5 GHz Tb image (Fig. 3.3a) where there are two major land/water features, notably; the St. Johns
River and the Atlantic Ocean coast. For this case, there is excellent qualitative agreement between
the HIRAD color coded Tb image and the location of these water features defined by the highresolution coast lines. For comparison purposes, the corresponding high resolution Google Earth
image of the region covered by HIRAD swath is shown in Fig 3.3b.

Figure 3.3 left: HIRAD flight over North Florida in September 2013. The solid black line is the
locus of beam # 50 measurements (- 35° EIA), and the coastline is a 1 km high resolution map.
Right: Corresponding Google earth image, “Map data: Google, DigitalGlobe”, where the red
rectangle represents the HIRAD measurement swath.

For the quantitative geolocation analysis, consider Fig. 3.4 that shows a time series (Tb versus
sample #) for 7 adjacent beams crossing the Atlantic coast of Florida that corresponds to Beam
#50 (EIA = -35°) IFOV locus, shown in Fig. 3.3a. For the HIRAD C-band frequencies, the Tb over
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oceans is radiometrically cold (~ 100 K) and over land is radiometrically warm (~ 300 K);
therefore, there is a high Tb contrast at the location of the land/water boundaries. The
corresponding delta-Tb (slope) for these beam positions reaches an absolute maximum slope near
time sample #50, which is designated as the HIRAD observed land/water crossing location.

Figure 3.4 Time series Tb at 5 GHz for beam# 50 ± 3 measurements locus given in Fig. 3.3a
Bottom: Corresponding Tb derivative Delta Tb (slope).

Next, to determine the geolocation error, defined as the difference between the HIRAD land/water
crossing observation and the 1 km coastline map, two linear equations are formulated that represent
the corresponding beam # IFOV trajectory and the best-fit linear high-resolution coastline.
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To obtain the first equation, a linear regression is applied to HIRAD’s pixel location for a given
beam # (latitude as a function of longitude), which becomes:
𝑙𝑎𝑡_𝐻 = 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒_𝐻 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑛_𝐻 + 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡_𝐻

(3.2)

where 𝑙𝑎𝑡_𝐻 and 𝑙𝑜𝑛_𝐻 are HIRAD’s latitude longitude, respectively.

The second equation is the coastline boundary, which is the linear regression of the high-resolution
(1 km) coastline over the limited region of interest, which becomes:
𝑙𝑎𝑡_𝑀 = 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒_𝑀 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑛_𝑀 + 𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡_𝑀

(3.3)

where 𝑙𝑎𝑡_𝑀 and 𝑙𝑜𝑛_𝑀 are the latitude and longitude of the coastal map.

Next, equations 3.2 & 3.3 are solved simultaneously to yield the intersection (latitude/longitude)
that is assumed to be the “true” land/water crossing for the selected beam #.

Finally, the distance (d) between the HIRAD observed coast and the intersection point was
calculated:

𝑑 = √[( lat

2

_ e  lat _ h ) ∗ 111.12]

+ ( lon _ e  lon _ h ) ∗ 111.12 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 [
[

(

2

lat _ e  lat _ h )
2

]

(3.4)
]

where lat_e and lon_e are the latitude and longitude of the intersection point, and lat_h and lon_h
are the latitude and longitude of HIRAD’s maximum slope pixel.
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3.2.3 Pixel Location Accuracy Results

An example of location accuracy determination for the beam# 50 is presented in Fig. 3.5, where
the intersection point between these two lines are indicated by a red circle at 30.2054°N x 81.3688°W; and using the HIRAD observed land/water crossing (marked as a black circle), and
the resulting geolocation error from (3.4) is 0.14 km. Further, the geolocation analysis was
performed for 271 beams that cover most of HIRAD’s swath (-53°: 59° EIA), and a histogram of
the beam’s pointing errors (Fig. 3.6) demonstrates that the geolocation error is less than one
kilometer regardless of the beam position. For this comparison, the mean error was 0.446 km and
the standard deviation was 0.161 km.

Figure 3.5 Linear regression to the locus of HIRAD beam# 50 measurements (solid – red) and the
linear regression to the coastal map (solid – green). Red circle is the true location of the land/water
boundary on beam# 50 locus. Black circle is the location of the observed max Tb slope.
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Figure 3.6 HIRAD geolocation error distance in Kilometers for 271 beams.

3.3 HIRAD Image Resolution Assessment
3.3.1 Methodology

The approach was to estimate the HIRAD Tb image resolution by comparing measured and
simulated Tb scenes of small islands surrounded by uniform water. This iterative procedure
involved convolving assumed Gaussian antenna patterns with theoretical brightness temperatures
of islands (TBscene) to minimize the rms difference between these simulated (TBsim) and the
observed (TBobs) HIRAD images. Because the IFOV of the equivalent HIRAD pushbroom
antenna varied with cross-track distance (EIA), it was necessary to repeat this analysis for islands
at several cross-track locations.
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The first HIRAD case was obtained during an aircraft flight line (shown in Fig. 3.7), whereby a
Tb image (indicated by the red box) was obtained of the outer banks region of the North Carolina
Coast. This consisted of a series of small barrier islands separated from the mainland by the
Pamlico Sound to the west and the Atlantic Ocean to the east. The principal target selected was
the Hatteras Island that was imaged in the left-hand swath over an EIA range of 17° - 34°. Google
earth satellite images were used to assure homogeneity of the land area selected, and Google maps
(top panel Fig. 3.8) provided surface truth location and shape. From these, a binary land/water
mask (second panel from top Fig. 3.8) was created using a threshold value of 0.639 counts.

Figure 3.7 HIRAD measurement swath (red rectangle) along the North Carolina outer banks, and
the black arrow represents the flight direction. (Map data @ 2017 Google).
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Figure 3.8 Hatteras Island: top panel is Google map (Map data @ 2017 Google); second panel is
binary land/water mask; third panel is simulated excess Tb; and bottom panel is observed excess
Tb.

Next, the theoretical “Excess Tb” image of Hatteras Island was created to remove the EIA
dependence of Tb, such that each land pixel was represented by a value of 150 Kelvins and the
ocean pixel was represented by a value of 10 Kelvins.

The final step was to simulate the HIRAD 2-D Tb image by convolving the modeled TBscene with
an assumed antenna pattern (D) as:
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+𝑀
𝑇𝐵𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑚, 𝑛) = ∑+𝑀
𝑖= −𝑀 ∑𝑗=−𝑀 𝐷(𝑖, 𝑗) ∗ 𝑇𝐵𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒(𝑚 − 𝑖, 𝑛 − 𝑗)

(3.5)

where, TBsim(m,n) is the simulated TB at the pixel (m,n) in the rectangular TB grid and D(i,j) is
the projection of the normalized 2D antenna pattern on the TB grid. For this simulation,
approximately 1 km TB grid spacing was used along with 2M+1 = 283. The 2D antenna pattern
was assumed to be a Gaussian function of the form:

𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑒

−0.5[(

2
𝑥 2
𝑦
) +( ) ]
𝜎𝑥
𝜎𝑦

(3.6)

where σx and σy are the cross-track and along-track standard deviations, respectively. The antenna
HPBW and the standard deviation of the Gaussian function (sigma) are related as:
𝐻𝑃𝐵𝑊𝑥, 𝑦 = 2 ∗ √2 ∗ 𝑙𝑛2 ∗ 𝜎𝑥,𝑦

(3.7)

The D(i,j) coefficients were obtained by normalizing the projection of p(x,y) on the 2D Tb grid.
For this simulation, the σx was fixed at the value derived from the along track HPBW measured in
the anechoic chamber. The σy (HPBW) is then varied over a trial range to obtain various TBsim
images. The HPBW value that resulted in the highest 2D cross-correlation between the observed
and simulated image is a solution in this method. For this Hatteras Island case, the simulated image
is shown in the 3rd panel of Fig. 3.8, and the HIRAD observed image is displayed as “excess Tb”
in the bottom panel, which results in a 2-D correlation value of 89% for an equivalent Gaussian
HPBW of 5.18 degree. Assuming a 20 km flight altitude and mean EIA of 25.5 degree the
corresponding IFOV is 2.2 km.
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3.3.2 Image Resolution Results
The simulation of HIRAD Excess Tb images was performed for three different locations (Hatteras
Island, San Salvador Island and Castle Island) that were observed by HIRAD at different EIAs.
The Hatteras Island (~7 km wide) was viewed at EIAs 17°- 34°, the Salvador Island (~8 Km wide)
at 38°- 60°, and the Castle Island (~2.5 Km) at 3°- 8°.

As described above, Fig. 3.8 shows results corresponding to the Hatteras Island, and similar results
for the simulation performed on Salvador Island and Castle Island are presented in Figs. 3.9 &
3.10, respectively. As before, there is an excellent agreement between the simulated and the
observed (measured) Excess Tb images. The comparison between the empirical and theoretical
HPBWs for 5 GHz are shown in Fig. 3.11 and summarized in Table-3.1.

Figure 3.9 San Salvador Island, Bahamas: top left panel: simulation excess Tb; bottom left panel:
observed excess Tb; and right panel is HIRAD 5 GHz H-pol Tb image with the high resolution
coastline map.
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Figure 3.10 Castle Island, Bahamas: Left panel: observed excess Tb and right panel: simulated
excess Tb.

Figure 3.11 HIRAD crosstrack antenna beam HPBW from NASA MSFC, and “red stars” are
empirical HPBW values derived by simulation.
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Table 3.1 Derived HIRAD HPBW and IFOV for different cross track locations.

Location

EIA, deg.

Effective HPBW, deg.

IFOV, km

Castle Island

5.51

4.71

1.66

Hatteras Island

-25.74

5.18

2.23

San Salvador Island

49.96

6.60

5.56
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TB VALIDATION IN HURRICANES
The first HIRAD hurricane measurements occurred during the NASA airborne Genesis and Rapid
Intensification Processes (GRIP) field experiment in 2010. During GRIP, there were 3 flights
conducted over hurricanes Earl and Karl [12], two of which, were used for the Tb validation
analysis. For these initial flights on the NASA WB-57 aircraft, the instrument was in the early
stages of development without thermal control, and other vital improvements in subsystems were
implemented in the following years. Thus, the analysis of the HIRAD Tb measurements in GRIP
under hurricane wind speed conditions was performed and evaluations are presented that
demonstrate the effectiveness of the double difference procedure with SFMR in providing an
objective procedure for evaluating the HIRAD radiometric performance. Moreover, during the
NASA airborne Hurricane and Severe Storm Sentinel (HS3) campaign (2012 – 2015), HIRAD
obtained measurements for a number of storms, which are not considered in this dissertation.

During GRIP, the SFMR operated on a NOAA “Hurricane Hunter” aircraft that flew “Figure-4”
ground tracks that crossed the hurricane eye-wall regions. The SFMR measurements included both
multi-frequency brightness temperatures and retrievals of wind speed and rain rate. The analysis
of these data provides an opportunity to perform radiometric cross-calibration (HIRAD to SFMR)
to determine HIRAD Tb bias for the collocated observations in a hurricane environment. This
chapter describes the application of the double difference technique for the radiometric intercalibration between HIRAD and SFMR.
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4.1 Double Difference (DD) Technique
4.1.1 Satellite XCAL
The double difference (DD) radiometric calibration technique was developed by CFRSL for intersatellite calibration (XCAL) of different satellite microwave radiometers within the Tropical
Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) constellation [13-16]. Hong [17, 18] developed an intersatellite microwave radiometric cross-calibration technique to estimate the brightness temperature
measurements biases between two radiometers with slightly different frequencies and viewing
geometry (Earth Incidence Angle, EIA). In his approach, the measured brightness temperature of
a source radiometer operating at frequency (fo) was used to predict the corresponding measured
brightness temperature of a target radiometer operating at frequency (f2) by expanding the Tb
spectrum in a Taylor series centered at the source frequency. Later, Kaushik Gopalan [15, 19]
extended the work of Hong by employing a radiative transfer model, which replaced the Taylor
series, to provide a unified normalization function for radiometer channel pairs for any
combination set of frequency and EIA for a given set of environmental conditions.

Calculating the bias, between two satellite radiometer channels of the same design, is a simple
process, when both of the radiometers observe the same scene simultaneously. However, since the
scene brightness temperature varies with the radiometer observing frequency and geometry (EIA),
it becomes a more complicated task to calculate the bias between two radiometers, when they have
different designs (different frequencies and viewing angles).
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To accommodate these radiometer differences for inter-satellite radiometric calibration (known as
XCAL), Biswas et al. [1] implemented the Double Difference technique that is shown in Figs. 4.1
and 4.2. First, ocean Tb observations for two satellite radiometers were spatially collocated (earth
gridded) in 1° latitude/longitude boxes that occurred within a ±1 hr window. These
spatial/temporal limits were selected based upon climatological weather patterns that exist over
open oceans such that spatially uniform and temporally stable conditions were expected to occur
within these intervals. Also, numerical weather model products provided by the NOAA Global
Data Assimilation System (GDAS) [20, 21] were matched up to the radiometer observations.
These GDAS data are available at 00, 06, 12, and 18 hours Greenwich Meridian Time (GMT);
therefore, the closest available product was selected within ±1 hour.

Figure 4.1 Block diagram of CFRSL inter-satellite radiometric calibration (XCAL) Algorithm.
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Next, theoretical ocean Tbs for the two radiometers were calculated for the purpose of normalizing
the observed Tb measurements before comparison. This normalization technique involved using
the XCAL consensus theoretical radiative transfer model (RTM) [13] to calculate the scene
brightness temperatures for the individual radiometer characteristics and for the corresponding set
of atmospheric and oceanic environmental parameters. Thus, GDAS data were spatially
interpolated to the 1° boxes to provide the necessary RTM input environmental parameters;
namely, vertical profiles of temperature, pressure and water vapor density and ocean surface
conditions (sea surface temperature and wind speed).

The final step was to calculate the DD using the procedure shown in Fig. 4.2. For this calculation,
the difference between collocated theoretical Tbs was the expected brightness difference that
would be observed by a pair of “perfectly calibrated” radiometers. By calculating the double
difference between the expected (theoretical) and observed Tbs, Biswas established the
radiometric bias of the “target sensor” relative to the “reference sensor” (calibration standard).

Figure 4.2 Block diagram of the double difference technique.
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4.1.2 Hurricane XCAL
Because SFMR is a very mature remote sensing technology (over 30 years of hurricane flight
experience) and the brightness temperature calibration and the geophysical (WS and RR) retrievals
are well vetted [1], it is used as the calibration standard. Thus, the XCAL DD procedure was
applied to comparisons of collocated SFMR/HIRAD Tbs @ 5 GHz for Hurricanes Earl and Karl.
While both radiometers operated at similar frequencies, the HIRAD viewed the ocean at EIA’s
between nadir and ± 60°, whereas SFMR only viewed the ocean at nadir. Moreover, because of
the different aircraft patterns flown and the differences in the radiometer measured swath (~ 60
km for HIRAD compared to ~ 1 km for SFMR), the number of near-simultaneous match-ups are
very few, which required a significant modification of the DD technique for this dissertation.

Fortunately, a technique for combining measurements from different remote and in situ sensors
flying on different platforms has been developed by the hurricane researchers at the NOAA
Hurricane Research Division (HRD). This very effective technique, was to relax the time
coincident requirement from near simultaneous to periods of hours and to perform spatial
collocations in a moving polar coordinate system centered on the hurricane eye (storm relative
coordinate system). The justification is that often the hurricane wind field structure is
approximately frozen (slowly changing in time over hours), while the entire hurricane vortex
structure is advected by the motion of the storm (typically at 5 – 10 m/s). In this manner, a point
at fixed polar coordinates (constant azimuth and radial distance) relative to the hurricane eye could
maintain an approximately constant WS and wind direction for several hours. Of course, there are
exceptions when the hurricane undergoes dynamic change in the wind gradient e.g., during rapid
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hurricane intensification. For these cases, the time window must be appropriately shortened to
periods of minutes. Moreover, the use of storm-relative polar coordinates requires an accurate
“storm track” of latitude/longitude of the hurricane eye versus time. Fortunately, this is usually
available because the “hurricane hunter” aircraft of NOAA and the USAF Weather Squadron
regularly fly transects of a hurricane eye wall within periods of several hours to provide the
hurricane track for civil warnings. Further, an accurate storm track during the HIRAD/SFMR
match-up period can be derived from the eye crossings of the HIRAD and SFMR Tb observations.

Thus, the XCAL approach, presented in this dissertation, uses a match-up dataset between the
target sensor (HIRAD) and the reference sensor (SFMR). SFMR and HIRAD have different spatial
resolutions and in order to create the match-ups, the observations of each sensor were gridded and
averaged into 0.01° x 0.01° latitude/longitude boxes. For HIRAD, the gridded data included Tb,
EIA (over the range of ±60°) and the corresponding Sea Surface Temperature (SST) from the
Reynolds database [22]. SFMR’s gridded data included nadir (EIA = 0°) Tb at six frequencies
between 4 GHz and 7 GHz and retrieved hurricane wind speed and rain rate. For the comparisons
with HIRAD Tb at 5.0 GHz, the SFMR Tb at 4.74 GHz and 5.31 GHz were averaged.

After gridding the data for these two sensors, the match-ups were performed using storm-relative
coordinates without regard to the time difference, which was recorded and was considered in the
analysis process. The SFMR spatial resolution is ~ 1 km, and as discussed in Chap. 3, the HIRAD
resolution is < 6 km. Because the SFMR observations occur, while the aircraft navigates a “Figure4” pattern (see Fig. 4.3), there are two transects of the hurricane eye that are separated by 90° in
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the azimuthal direction. Along these legs the SFMR measurements are in the radial direction (along
the direction of maximum wind gradient). For this measurement, the 1 km spatial resolution is
appropriate; however in the azimuthal direction this spatial resolution can be relaxed to ± 5 km.
Therefore, we represent each SFMR measurement as the sub-aircraft point plus ±5 pixels in the
cross track direction (measurement IFOV = 1 km x 10 km). This increases the number of HIRAD
match-ups by 10 fold. Appendix B gives more details of the gridding process and lists the MatLab
scripts used.

Next, the HIRAD RTM (see Appendix C) was used to calculate the theoretical Tb for HIRAD and
SFMR at each collocated box (resolution 0.01°), by using the respective radiometer parameters
(frequency, incidence angle and polarization) and the hurricane surface wind speed and rain rate,
which were obtained from the expanded collocated data of the SFMR. For other environmental
parameters, ocean surface: SST, salinity and atmosphere: vertical profiles of air temperature,
pressure and water vapor density, a standard hurricane climatology was used. It should be noted
that at HIRAD and SFMR frequencies (4 – 7 GHz), the absorption and corresponding brightness
temperature contribution for cloud liquid was negligible compared to water vapor and oxygen.
Finally, the double difference (bias) of the collocated data set was determined by calculating the
difference between the observed single difference (OSD) and the theoretical (modeled) single
difference (MSD), as shown in the block diagram in Fig. 4.2.
Even though the SFMR was the calibration standard, before performing the DD comparisons, it
was prudent to verify the quality of this hurricane dataset; therefore, we examined the SFMR single
differences for the collocated data set using the formula:
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𝑆𝐷 = 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑏𝑠 – 𝑇𝑏𝑚𝑜𝑑

(4.1)

where Tbobs is the observed (measured Tb) and Tbmod is the modeled (theoretical) Tb. This Tb
evaluation was performed during a SFMR flight (2 passes) over hurricane Earl in 2010, where 856
collocated 0.01° boxes of SFMR observed and modeled Tb were examined. Over a wide-range of
surface wind speed (WS) and rain rates (RR), we found that this single difference histogram was
approximately normally distributed with near-zero mean and standard deviation < 3 K. Thus, the
SFMR observed Tb’s were found to be very consistent with the HIRAD RTM (using SFMR
retrieved WS and RR).
4.2 Double Difference Results for Hurricane Karl

As discussed above (see Fig. 4.2), the procedure to calculate the HIRAD double difference biases
used the following steps: 1) collocating HIRAD/SFMR using storm-relative coordinates, 2)
calculating the single Tb differences (observed and modeled), and 3) calculating the double
difference of single differences.
4.2.1 HIRAD / SFMR Spatial Collocation
During the GRIP mission in 2010, HIRAD flew at high altitude (15 – 20 km) on the NASA WB57 over hurricane Karl in the Gulf of Mexico with an under-flight of a NOAA P-3 aircraft at a
lower altitude (3 – 5 km) with the SFMR operating. HIRAD was flown in a series of “figure-4”
patterns over the center of the storm (hurricane eye) with a flight duration ~ 7 hours, and the data
collected were divided into 18 straight-line segments (legs) from the beginning to the end of the
flight. During the same period, the SFMR provided near simultaneous measurements in two
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independent “figure-4” patterns (not synchronized with HIRAD), which were also centered on the
hurricane eye [23]. The HIRAD and SFMR measurement swaths are plotted in Fig. 4.3 using
geodetic (latitude/longitude) coordinates. Note that the lack of registration between HIRAD and
SFMR was the result of the motion of the hurricane during the elapsed flight time.

Figure 4.3 HIRAD measurement swath (~ 60 km shown in blue) and SFMR swath (~ 1 km
shown in red) path over hurricane Karl on September 16, 2010 using geodetic coordinates.

As mentioned above, the difficulty of this analysis was that the HIRAD and SFMR were NOT
collocated in space and time; however the use of “storm-relative” polar coordinates removed the
time aspect and allowed an equivalent spatial collocation. So, removing the storm motion, allowed
the HIRAD and SFMR to be spatially collocated in polar coordinates relative to the center of the
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wind vortex circulation (i.e., the center of the hurricane eye). This technique developed by the
NOAA Hurricane Research Division [24] is the standard for hurricane analysis involving the
combination of observations from different platforms (aircraft and satellites). While this technique
does not consider the time differences between the sensor observations, the shorter this time
difference, the more confidence we have in the applicability of this technique. In the cases
presented in this dissertation, the maximum time difference between HIRAD and SFMR
observations was < 2 hours.

The storm relative coordinates were created by using the storm-track file, which provided the storm
eye “location fixes” (latitude and longitude) and corresponding time of the observation.
Calculating the storm relative coordinates of HIRAD and SFMR were performed in two steps.
First, the hurricane eye location (latitude and longitude) was linearly interpolated to the average
sensor observation time for a given flight leg, which corresponds to the leg mid-point. Typically,
the hurricane eye doesn’t move significantly during a given leg of the Figure-4 pattern, which was
< 30 minutes. Second, the storm relative coordinates (del-lat and del-lon) were produced by
subtracting the eye center location from the HIRAD observation location as shown in the following
two equations:
𝑑𝑒𝑙_𝑙𝑎𝑡 = 𝑂𝑏𝑠_𝑙𝑎𝑡 – 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑚_𝑙𝑎𝑡

(4.2)

𝑑𝑒𝑙_𝑙𝑜𝑛 = 𝑂𝑏𝑠_𝑙𝑜𝑛 – 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑚_𝑙𝑜𝑛

(4.3)

where Obs_lat (Obs_lon) is the observed pixel latitude (longitude) for HIRAD and SFMR, and
the Storm_lat (Storm_lon) is the hurricane eye latitude (longitude) at the identical time.
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After creating the storm relative coordinates, the collocation of SFMR with HIRAD was achieved
by surface gridding these data into 0.01° boxes (equivalent to ~ 1 km) and then finding the union
of their common areas, which resulted in their observing the same relative spatial location within
the storm but at different times. For hurricane Karl, the resulting measurement swath of HIRAD
and SFMR are shown in Fig 4.4 that was produced using storm relative coordinates. The SFMR
P-3 aircraft flew two “figure-4” patterns that resulted in three transects through the hurricane’s
eye, and the corresponding time difference between HIRAD and SFMR spatial collocations was
approximately ± 1 hour.
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Figure 4.4 HIRAD coverage swath (~ 60 km, blue) and SFMR swath (~ 10 km, green) over
hurricane Karl plotted using storm relative coordinates. Note that the hurricane eye center occurs
at the coordinate system origin.

As mentioned earlier, one issue encountered was the limited number of collocated points
(matchups) available for statistical analysis. This was mitigated by extending individual SFMR
measurements in the cross-track (azimuth) direction to produce a wider swath (~ 10 Km). Thus,
using this SFMR effective swath of 1.0 km (radial) x 10 km (azimuthal) the number of match-ups
were increased ten-fold, and the resulting collocated SFMR wind speed measurements are presented
in Fig. 4.5 where the color bar represents the wind speed in m/s.
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Figure 4.5 SFMR wind speed measurements for hurricane Karl for corresponding SFMR/HIRAD
match-up locations, where the color bar represents the SFMR wind speed measurements in m/s.
4.2.2 Calculating the Double Difference Tb Bias

For the HIRAD/SFMR match-ups, the HIRAD RTM was used to calculate theoretical (modeled)
Tb for the horizontally and vertically polarizations, which were combined using the X-Pol ratio
files to produce the simulated HIRAD brightness temperature (Tb HIRAD_sim). Next, the observed
single difference (OSD Tb) and the modeled single difference (MSD Tb) were calculated using (4.4)
& (4.5) respectively;
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𝑂𝑆𝐷 𝑇𝑏 = (𝑇𝑏 𝐻𝐼𝑅𝐴𝐷_𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝑇𝑏 𝑆𝐹𝑀𝑅_𝑜𝑏𝑠 )

(4.4)

𝑀𝑆𝐷 𝑇𝑏 = (𝑇𝑏 𝐻𝐼𝑅𝐴𝐷_𝑠𝑖𝑚 − 𝑇𝑏 𝑆𝐹𝑀𝑅_𝑠𝑖𝑚 )

(4.5)

Finally, the double difference bias was calculated by subtracting the two single differences as seen
in (4.6), as:
𝐷𝐷 = 𝑂𝑆𝐷 𝑇𝑏 − 𝑀𝑆𝐷 𝑇𝑏

(4.6)

Before performing an analysis of the DD dataset, it was very important to apply a quality control
procedure to remove HIRAD/SFMR collocations of low quality. These questionable match-up
points fall into the following categories: (1) spatial collocations in the high wind-gradient regions
(near the hurricane eye wall), (2) match-ups with large time differences, and (3) collocations in
rain bands. The first two categories were potentially suspect because they were sensitive to the
accuracy of the “storm-track” file and the assumption that the hurricane wind field structure is
“frozen in time”, while advected along the storm track. Errors in these assumptions grow larger
with the time difference between HIRAD and SFMR observations; therefore, match-ups closer in
time are inherently better.

Concerning DD comparisons obtained in the presence of rain, the issues are three-fold. First, the
hurricane spiral rain-bands are highly transient and can change in intensity and can move
significant distances over periods of 10’s of minutes. Second, the accuracy of the SFMR RR
retrieval has never been validated, and as such, the RR magnitude errors could be ± 2x (100%).
Certainly, SFMR RR can be used to categorize rain as light, medium and heavy, so it is useful as
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a rain flag. Third, the RTM modeling of rain is difficult because of lack of knowledge of rain
vertical profiles along the upwelling and downwelling specular reflection paths of the HIRAD
antenna beam line of sight. For near nadir observations, where these paths are nearly identical, the
RTM works reasonable well; however, for EIA’s > 20° the up and down paths are significantly
separated and are likely to have different RR over each. The prudent approach would be to remove
all RR > zero; but this would remove the majority of observations, especially at high wind speeds,
which is not desirable; so, the compromise adopted was to accept RR < 6 mm/h, the lower limit of
SFMR estimates. However as will be noted, in a few instances the limit was raised to RR < 10
mm/h. Further, for all match-ups, the corresponding SFMR RR value was used in the RTM DD
calculation, and a subjective weighting was applied for these DD during the analysis. Finally, one
additional QC filter was applied to remove match-ups, with SFMR WS < 15 m/s, which is near
the lower limit of the SFMR measurement range. Thus, a series of filters were applied to the matchup dataset as will be described in the following sections.

First, consider the HIRAD/SFMR match-up locations for hurricane Karl for HIRAD Leg H-6
given in Fig. 4.6, where 3 SFMR transits of the hurricane eye (S-1, S-3 & S-5) overlapped the
HIRAD swath. For this leg, the HIRAD flight direction was from lower-right to upper-left, and
the match-up locations are color coded with the corresponding HIRAD Tb values. The HIRAD
swath width (~ 60 km) is outlined by dashed lines, and the corresponding overlapping SFMR S-3
swath (~ 10 km) occurs at the left-hand side of the HIRAD swath (EIA of 50° - 60°). The other
two SFMR match-ups, from the NOAA P-3 aircraft Fig-4 patterns (S-1 & S-5), covered the full ±
60° range of HIRAD EIA.
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Figure 4.6 HIRAD/SFMR match-ups for hurricane Karl for HIRAD Leg H-6.

Next, consider Fig. 4.7, the HIRAD excess Tb image @ 5 GHz for Leg H-6 that was used to
perform quality control to remove the location of rain bands. As previously discussed, excess Tb
is the difference between the measured Tb and the theoretical Tb for a clear-sky ocean scene with
zero wind speed. This technique removes the Tb change with incident angle and makes it easier to
observe the brightness temperature change associated with ocean surface wind speed and rain rate,
both of which increase the brightness temperature. This matrix is formed by rows (scans) of
HIRAD reconstructed cross-track brightness temperatures (columns: 283 beam positions) that are
produced one scan/sec as the aircraft moves from top to bottom of this figure.
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Figure 4.7 HIRAD excess Tb for 5 GHz for Leg H-6 of hurricane Karl.

Note that the hurricane eye is located on the left side of the image between scans: 500 – 600, and
there are three major rain bands identified by the 3 horizontal white boxes centered at scan 380,
725 & 1075 respectively.

Next, we plot the HIRAD excess Tb that occur along constant beam positions (3 vertical red lines
in Fig. 4.7 at beam #; 10, 50 & 100). These HIRAD Tb measurement are displayed in Fig. 4.8
versus scan position. Since rain produces a strong Tb response, it is easily identified and removed
by converting these pixels to MatLab “not a number” or “nan”. Note that the three rain bands are
shown within the shaded boxes. After removing the objectionable rain bands, the resulting HIRAD
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Tb image for 5 GHz is presented in Fig. 4.9 and the corresponding match-ups with SFMR is shown
in Fig. 4.10.

The last two QC steps were: (1) to remove measurements inside the hurricane eye wall, and (2) to
remove all SFMR pixels with RR > threshold (typically 6 - 10 mm/h), and the resulting data, used
for the DD analysis, are shown in Fig. 4.11. Further, this QC procedure was repeated for all of the
HIRAD/SFMR match-ups, which were used in the DD analysis.

Figure 4.8 HIRAD excess Tb for Leg H-6 for constant beam positions. Note that the hurricane eye
occurs at scan # 550, and the location of three rain bands are identified within the shaded boxes.
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Figure 4.9 HIRAD Tb at 5 GHz for hurricane Karl Leg H-6 with rain bands removed.

Figure 4.10 HIRAD Tb at 5 GHz match ups with SFMR after removing rain bands from HIRAD
Tb image for hurricane Karl Leg H-6.
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Figure 4.11 HIRAD Tb at 5 GHz match ups with SFMR for hurricane Karl Leg H-6 after removing
measurements inside hurricane eye and rain bands from HIRAD’s Tb image.
4.2.3 Double Difference Tb Bias Results

The double differences Tb biases were calculated for the entire match-up dataset by HIRAD legs,
and this section continues our discussion on hurricane Karl Leg H-6.

To illustrate the quality control procedure, we plotted the 5 GHz DD for a given leg versus the
corresponding match-up EIA, and this plot was repeated, during the various stages of QC filtering.
An example is shown in Fig. 4.12 for L-6 for: upper-panel, the original (pre-QC) match-ups;
middle-panel, the match-ups after removing pixels inside the hurricane eyewall; and lower-panel,
the final stage of QC filters (removing the rain bands and filters for SFMR RR > 6 mm/h). For
these results, two observations are made: (1) that match-ups cover all EIA’s but the predominant
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range of EIA = 50° - 60°, and (2) the number and scatter of the DD values decrease with the degree
of QC filters applied. Since this match-up dataset contains different SFMR legs, the data were
separated into three comparisons H-6/S-1, H-6/S-3 & H-6/S-5 shown in Figs 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15
respectively.

Figure 4.12 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Karl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for HIRAD L H-6. Upper panel is entire dataset; middle panel is after removing pixels within the
hurricane eyewall; and bottom panel is after removing all pixels with SFMR RR> 6 mm/hr. Note
the expanded scale change for the lower panel.
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Consider first the H-6/S-1 match-up shown in Fig. 4.13. For this SFMR pass, major rain bands
were removed, which resulted in mostly the left-hand sub-swath with EIA’s between nadir and
40°, with an additional set from 40° to 60° for the right-hand sub-swath. These DD biases are
approximately -5 K ± 5 K, without any clear EIA dependence.

Figure 4.13 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Karl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for HIRAD L H-6 with SFMR S-1. Red symbols are the left-hand sub-swath and blue symbols are
the right-hand sub-swath.

The second match-up set for H-6/S-3 (shown in Fig. 4.14) contain the greatest number of
collocations, but their EIA range is limited to 50° - 60°. Here, the DD biases are approximately -5
K (similar to the H-6/S-1 set).
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Figure 4.14 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Karl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for HIRAD L H-6 with SFMR S-3.

Figure 4.15 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Karl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for HIRAD L H-6 with SFMR S-5.
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The last match-up H-6/S-5 is shown in Fig. 4.15, and (as for the H-6/S-1 data) there are several
rain bands that are removed that result in missing EIA’s. The data exists from -30° to +30° and
from +40° to +60°, and again these DD biases are generally approximately -5 K (the same as the
other two collocation sets).

Next these data were sorted into 10° EIA bins between ± 60°, and the means and standard
deviations were calculated using a statistical procedure to estimate the best-fit Gaussian probability
distribution function (pdf) to the binned data histograms. This approach was designed to remove
statistical outliers > ± 2 . Results were tabulated and presented in the next Chapter-5.

The following are results of the double difference for three other HIRAD legs (4, 5 & 8) which
were calculated for the left and right sub-swaths separately. HIRAD leg 4 has matchups with three
SFMR passes (S-1, S-3 & S-5), which are shown in: Fig. 4.16 for the H-4/S-1 matchups; Fig. 4.17
for the H-4/S-3 matchups; and Fig. 4.18 for the H-4/S-5 matchups.

Figure 4.16 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Karl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for HIRAD Leg H-4 with SFMR S-1 (note only left-hand sub-swath points are present).
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Figure 4.17 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Karl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for HIRAD L H-4 with SFMR S-3, where red symbols are left-hand sub-swath and blue symbols
are right-hand sub-swath.

Figure 4.18 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Karl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for HIRAD L H-4 with SFMR S-5.
Next, we present DD biases for HIRAD leg 5, which has matchups with only one SFMR pass (S2). Here the match-ups are mostly at the left-hand sub-swath.
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Figure 4.19 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Karl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for HIRAD L H-5 with SFMR S-2.
Next, we present HIRAD leg 8 matchups with SFMR passes (S-1, S-3 & S-5). Here the matchups are mostly the left-hand sub-swath. These are given in figures (4.20, 4.21 & 4.22).

Figure 4.20 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Karl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for HIRAD L H-8 with SFMR S-1.
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Here we present the DD biases for H-8/S-3 matchups.

Figure 4.21 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Karl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for HIRAD L H-8 with SFMR S-3.
Finally, we present the DD for H-8/S-5 matchups.

Figure 4.22 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Karl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for HIRAD L H-8 with SFMR S-5.
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4.3 Double Difference Results for Hurricane Earl

HIRAD’s first science measurements were in Hurricane Earl off the east coast of Florida on
September 1, 2010 as part of NASA’s GRIP mission. This flight was on the NASA WB-57 aircraft
in which four legs (3, 5, 7 & 9) formed a “box pattern” around the hurricane eye. During the same
period, the SFMR provided near simultaneous measurements of brightness temperature, ocean
surface wind speed and rain rate in a “figure-4” pattern that was designed to cross the HIRAD
swaths at right angles to the HIRAD swath. The HIRAD and SFMR measurement swaths are
plotted in Fig. 4.23 using geodetic (latitude/longitude) coordinates.

Figure 4.23 HIRAD measurement swath (~ 60 km shown in blue) and SFMR swath (~ 1 km
shown in green) path over hurricane Earl on September 1, 2010 using geodetic coordinates.
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After transforming the respective flight tracks to storm relative polar coordinates, the resulting
measurement swaths of HIRAD and “expanded SFMR” are shown in Fig 4.24. The time difference
between HIRAD and SFMR were ± 30 minutes, and the matchups occur over HIRAD’s EIA = ±
60°.

Figure 4.24 HIRAD coverage swath (~ 60 km, blue) and SFMR swath (~ 10 km, green) over
hurricane Earl plotted using storm relative coordinates. Note that the hurricane eye center occurs
at the coordinate system origin.

Consider first, HIRAD’s excess Tb @ 5 GHz for HIRAD Leg H-3 (shown in Fig. 4.25). In this
image, the left-half represents HIRAD’s left sub-swath and the right-half represents the right subswath. Note that the hurricane eye is located beyond of the right-hand side of the image between
scans 200:500 and that the excess Tb’s at the right edge of the swath (beams 250:283) are high,
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which is caused by the high wind speed (~ 40 m/s) at that location. Also, the corresponding SFMR
match-ups for SFMR Leg S-1 occur within the black box near scan 300.

Figure 4.25 HIRAD excess Tb for 5 GHz for Leg H-3 of hurricane Earl. The black rectangle
represent the collocations between HIRAD L H-3 and SFMR S-1

Figure 4.26 shows the corresponding HIRAD/SFMR match-ups for Leg H-3: HIRAD Tb @ 5
GHz, SFMR wind speed and rain rate in the three subpanels from top to bottom (note the different
color scales).
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Figure 4.26 HIRAD/SFMR match-ups for hurricane Earl for HIRAD Leg H-3 and SFMR S-1. Top
panel: HIRAD L H-3 Tb at 5 GHz; middle panel: SFMR S-1 wind speed; and bottom panel: SFMR
S-1 rain rate.

The match-up collocations of HIRAD Legs H-3 and H-5 with SFMR Legs S-1 and S-3 are
displayed in storm relative coordinates in Fig 4.27, where the color represents the SFMR rain rate
(mm/h). Note that the match-ups for both HIRAD Legs are relatively free of heavy rain denoted
by the saturated red color.
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Figure 4.27 SFMR collocations with HIRAD Legs H-3 and H-5, where the color scale is the
collocated SFMR rain rate.

The DD biases were calculated for the HIRAD H-3 swath (± 60⁰) and are plotted in figure 4.28,
versus the absolute value of EIA (right and left sub-swaths combined), where the upper panel is
all of the match-up points and the bottom panel is after the RR filter along with the DD after
removing pixels with SFMR RR > 10 mm/h.

Since the right edge of HIRAD’s Leg H-3 swath is very close to a rain band and since the DD
biases are significantly higher in this region (50° - 60°), these points were removed as being suspect
quality. Further, the HIRAD swath was split into left and right sub-swaths and the corresponding
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DD’s were displayed in Fig. 4.29, where the red color represents the left sub-swath and the blue
color represents the right sub-swath.

Figure 4.28 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Earl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for HIRAD L H-6. Top panel: the entire match-up dataset and bottom panel is after removing all
pixels with SFMR RR> 6 mm/h.
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Figure 4.29 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Earl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for Legs H-6/S-1.

The following text shows the results of the double difference of the other three legs (5, 7 & 9) after
splitting the swath into left and right sub-swaths. HIRAD leg 5 had two matchups with two SFMR
(S-1 & S-2). The double difference was calculated for each matchup. Figure 4.30 shows the double
difference for HIRAD leg 5 collocated with SFMR S-1. Note that the right edge of the swath
(50⁰:60⁰) doesn’t contain any DD values due to filtering the SFMR rain filter < 8 mm/hr.

Figure 4.31 shows the double difference for HIRAD leg 5 collocated with SFMR S-2 (diagonal
leg). Most of the collocations were on the left sub-swath while on the right sub-swath, the
collocations were much less and they are close to nadir.
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Figure 4.30 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Earl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for Legs H-5/S-1.

Figure 4.31 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Earl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for Legs H-5/S-2.
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The match-up collocations of HIRAD Legs H-7 and H-9 with SFMR Leg S-3 are displayed in
storm relative coordinates in Fig 4.32, where the color represents the SFMR rain rate (mm/h).

Figure 4.32 SFMR collocations with HIRAD Legs H-7 and H-9, where the color scale is the
collocated SFMR rain rate.

The double difference for HIRAD leg 7 collocated with SFMR S-3 is given in Fig. 4.33. At both
edges of the swath (left and right), the DD were significantly high and since these are being suspect
quality due to the contamination of rain, they were removed from the analysis.

Finally, the double difference for HIRAD L9 is given in figure 4.34. The double difference values
at the edge of the left sub-swath (-40⁰:-60⁰) were removed because of their high values and the
contamination with rain.
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Figure 4.33 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Earl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for Legs H-7/S-3.

Figure 4.34 Double Difference Tb biases @ 5 GHz for hurricane Earl HIRAD/SFMR match-up
for Legs H-9/S-3.
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In Chapter 5, we will show the HIRAD double difference analysis results for hurricanes Karl and
Earl where we investigate the parameters that might affect the values of the DD such as the time
difference between HIRAD and SFMR and the dependence of DD on EIA values and the scene
temperature. Also, we will examine the DD to see if it varies over a flight duration or varies from
flight to flight. All these aspects will be covered in the next chapter.
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HIRAD DD ANALYSIS RESULTS
HIRAD instrument was completed in 2010 and initially flew in Hurricane Earl off the east coast
of Florida and hurricane Karl in the Gulf of Mexico as part of NASA’s GRIP (Genesis and Rapid
Intensification Processes) mission. HIRAD also flew in the HS3 (Hurricane and Severe Storm
Sentinel) program in the following years (2013-2015). It should be noted that under the HS3
program, new hardware and calibration methods have been implemented and, as a result, there
were changes in instrument configuration and data processing procedures that could have changed
the instrument radiometric characteristics over different years. HIRAD flight data from the GRIP
mission are presented in this dissertation. Further analysis for other HIRAD hurricane flights
should be the topic of future studies.

Double Difference Tb Biases
Based upon previous XCAL experience in calibrating satellite radiometers, we recognize that the
following questions should be investigated:
1. Are there systematic changes in the radiometer calibration that can be related to some
measurable parameter? For example, it is common for the radiometric calibration to
change with physical temperatures of the antenna and front-end components. When this
occurs, the root cause should be determined and corrected in the hardware design (e.g.,
implement thermal control) or at least the effects should be characterized and an empirical
correction should be developed and applied in the counts to Tb processing.
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2. Does the apparent calibration change with the scene brightness temperature? Often
the radiometer is slightly non-linear and the two-temperature calibration is not adequate to
compensate for this effect. When this occurs, the root cause should be determined and
corrected in the hardware design (e.g., remove the source of nonlinearity) or at least
characterize the effects and develop an empirical correction, is applied in the counts to Tb
processing.
3. Are there radiometric calibration stability issues that cause pseudorandom
calibration changes in time/location or with changes in engineering parameters,
physical temperatures, voltage and currents? This is the hardest calibration issue to
observe, to diagnose and to solve. However, with a robust XCAL method and many
comparisons over a variety of conditions, it may be possible to understand and to mitigate
these effects.

Therefore, for HIRAD, the double difference XCAL approach was implemented, which used
the near-simultaneous radiometer measurement comparisons between HIRAD and SFMR that
occurred during hurricanes. Our approach was to be selective and to use only high quality
observations for determining the DD radiometric biases. Thus, after applying all of the QC
filters discussed above, we performed a statistical analysis by sorting the data into various
categories and looking for statistical correlations. Specific questions that were addressed were:
a. Do the DD’s change over a flight duration (leg to leg)?
b. Do the DD’s change with the match-up time difference between HIRAD/SFMR?
c. Do the DD’s change with HIRAD EIA and scene temperature?
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d. Do the DD’s change flight to flight?

5.1 Analysis of hurricane Earl DD results

In chapter 4, we presented the double difference comparisons for HIRAD’s flights over hurricanes
Earl and Karl. For hurricane Earl, the comparisons were performed on Tb observations from four
HIRAD legs (3, 5, 7 & 9), and for hurricane Karl, the comparisons were performed on HIRAD
legs (4, 5, 6 & 8). For these hurricane cases, the double differences Tb biases were calculated for
the HIRAD/SFMR match-ups and a conservative QC procedure was applied to remove suspect
comparisons. The results of these DD comparisons are analyzed in this chapter in order to answer
the above questions and to determine whether or not the double difference (bias) changes in time
or with any observable parameter (e.g., EIA, scene temperature, etc.).

Figure 5.1 shows the flight tracks of HIRAD’s four legs (3, 5, 7 & 9, blue color) over hurricane
Earl along with “expanded SFMR” 10 km swath (green color) plotted using the storm relative
polar coordinates, where the center of the storm occurs at coordinates (0,0). The direction of the
flight of each HIRAD and SFMR leg is shown by the arrow next to leg number. The sequence of
these legs is based on their observation time, i.e, leg 3 measurements were first in time then leg 5
then leg 7 and finally leg 9.
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Figure 5.1 HIRAD/SFMR match-ups for hurricane Earl in 2010.

5.1.1 HIRAD Radiometric Calibration Stability

To determine if the radiometric calibration is stable, we examine the average DD for the four
HIRAD legs separately. Therefore the quality controlled (see Chapter-4) DD match-ups were
averaged by HIRAD leg, and the resulting mean double differences were analyzed. These DD
mean values and standard deviations are plotted versus the HIRAD flight time in Fig. 5.2 where
the X-axis represents the relative time of each leg and the Y-axis represents the mean value of the
double difference for each leg in Kelvins. Blue, green, red and black symbols represent legs 3, 5,
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7 & 9, respectively. In this figure, it is noted that as the flight progresses with time, the double
difference biases change from leg to leg. The dynamic range of this change is approximately 15
Kelvin. Thus, from this analysis, we conclude that the DD changed from leg to leg in hurricane
Earl.

Figure 5.2 Mean DD for HIRAD legs 3, 5, 7 & 9 of hurricane Earl 2010.
5.1.2 HIRAD/SFMR Match-up Time Differential

Next, we investigate if the DD changes with the match-up time difference between HIRAD/SFMR.
To calculate this parameter, the SFMR observation time for a given match-up is subtracted from
the corresponding HIRAD observation time. A positive value means that HIRAD was earlier and
a negative value means that the SFMR was earlier than HIRAD. These time differences are
summarized in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Differential times between HIRAD and SFMR match-ups for hurricane Earl
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HIRAD leg / SFMR path

Time difference (minutes)
HIRAD – SFMR

Leg 3

-10

Leg 5

+20

Leg 7

-40

Leg 9

30

The mean double differences of each leg is plotted versus the time difference between
HIRAD/SFMR matchups in Fig. 5.3.

Figure 5.3 Comparison of mean DD for HIRAD legs 3, 5, 7 & 9 with the corresponding time
difference between HIRAD and SFMR matchups for hurricane Earl 2010
Based upon this figure, there appears to be a progressive change in the mean DD from negative to
positive differentials. However, there is no reasonable explanation that the polarity of the time
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difference should have any effect; therefore, we conclude that these changes are random and not
correlated with the time differential.

5.1.3 Systematic Variation of DD with EIA and Scene Brightness Temperatures

The results for the EIA analysis are presented in Fig. 5.4, where DD’s of the four HIRAD legs are
plotted in different symbols (L-3: blue *; L-5: green o; L-7: red +, and L-9: black ), with ±EIA
separated. The double difference for HIRAD L-3 (blue) & L-7 (red) are very similar (between -15
and -20 K) and change slowly with EIA. On the other hand, for L-5 (green), the DD change with
EIA is similar to L-3 & L-7, but there is a bias offset of about +5 K. The results for L-9 (black)
has a slightly different characteristic, which is offset by > 10 Kelvin. However, when the biases
between legs were removed, then the combined scatter diagram is relatively flat with EIA (STD <
5 K). This suggests that the HIRAD calibration drifts over time, which is consistent with the result
shown in Fig. 5.2.

Next, the double difference of each HIRAD leg was cross correlated with the theoretical HIRAD
scene temperatures, which were derived from the SFMR collocated Tb @ 5 GHz plus the
corresponding RTM differential Tb value (using the SFMR retrieved surface wind speed and rain
rate). Here the data were averaged in 5 K bins of the theoretical scene Tb and presented in a scatter
diagram in Fig. 5.5, where each HIRAD leg is displayed in a different colored symbol. Again, after
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removing the biases between different HIRAD legs, the results are flat with scene temperature and
STD < 5 K, which infers that the radiometer is linear.

Figure 5.4 Incidence angle dependence of DD biases for four HIRAD legs in hurricane Earl.
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Figure 5.5 A scatter diagram between HIRAD DD of legs 3, 5, 7 & 9 (left and right sub-swaths)
versus the modeled Tb of hurricane Earl 2010.

Hurricane Earl Summary

An analysis was performed to examine the dependence of HIRAD double difference on the time
of the flight, differential time between HIRAD and SFMR observations, EIA and theoretical scene
temperature for the match-ups. After removing potentially suspect match-ups using the
conservative QC procedure discussed in Chapter-4, there were sufficient numbers of match-ups to
perform the statistical analysis. The results of this analysis showed that the average DD bias for
each HIRAD leg is not affected by the observation time difference between HIRAD and SFMR
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(note that the maximum time difference for Earl < 1 hour). Also, the analysis shows that the
average DD changed from leg to leg (within 15 Kelvin); but three of the legs (3, 5 & 7) showed
less rate of change. Further, the double difference did not exhibit any statistical dependence on
EIA nor was there any significant correlation with the scene brightness temperature for this flight.

5.2 Analysis of hurricane Karl DD results

HIRAD also obtained Tb measurements over hurricane Karl during the GRIP Mission, and during
this flight, a NOAA P-3 aircraft (with the SFMR) made two “Figure-4” patterns that provided the
storm-relative spatial match-ups shown Fig. 5.6, with the corresponding differential observation
times that are listed in Table 5.2. For hurricane Karl, the statistical comparisons were performed
on four HIRAD legs (4, 5, 6 & 8) with corresponding SFMR legs (1, 2, 3 & 5).

Using the quality controlled match-up data set presented in Chapter-4, an analysis was performed
to address similar questions, which were presented for hurricane Earl in Section 5.1. For Karl, the
orientation of the HIRAD and SFMR “Figure-4” patterns were different from hurricane Earl.
Specifically, for the Karl, three SFMR legs matched-up with each HIRAD leg, which resulted in
two SFMR legs that were approximately cross-track for HIRAD and one SFMR leg that was
approximately parallel. Thus, the analysis of DD results for each HIRAD leg, is presented below.
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Figure 5.6 HIRAD coverage swath (~ 60 km, blue) and SFMR swath (~ 10 km, green) over
hurricane Karl plotted using storm relative coordinates. Note that the hurricane eye center occurs
at the coordinate system origin.

5.2.1 HIRAD Radiometric Calibration Stability

Given that the HIRAD/SFMR match-ups, a statistical analysis was performed to determine if the
HIRAD radiometric biases were stable over the duration of the HIRAD flight. For this, the mean
value (and standard deviation) of the double difference for HIRAD/SFMR legs (match-ups) were
calculated. There were multiple SFMR legs (typically 3) for each HIRAD leg, and these values
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are plotted individually as a function of the relative HIRAD flight time as shown in Fig. 5.7, where
the symbol color represents the 4 HIRAD legs with SFMR match-ups. Based upon these
observations, it appears that the HIRAD radiometric calibration was relatively stable for Karl.

Figure 5.7 Mean value and the standard deviation of double difference biases for each
HIRAD/SFMR match-ups in hurricane Karl.
5.2.2 HIRAD/SFMR Match-up Time Differential

To determine whether or not the average DD (for each HIRAD/SFMR leg match-ups) is dependent
upon the match-up time difference (HIRAD observation time – SFMR observation time), these
comparisons were analyzed. These time differences are summarized in Table 5.2, and note that a
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positive time means that HIRAD was earlier than SFMR and a negative time means that the SFMR
was later than HIRAD.
Table 5.2 Differential observation times between HIRAD and SFMR for hurricane Karl.
Time difference in minutes
HIRAD

SFMR
(HIRAD – SFMR)

H4

S1

45

H4

S3

-20

H4

S5

-74

H5

S2

+26

H6

S1

84

H6

S3

6

H6

S5

-53

H8

S1

116

H8

S3

64

H8

S5

-14

Here in Fig. 5.8, the DD of each HIRAD/SFMR leg combination are compared with the time
difference between HIRAD/SFMR matchups. Based upon this, there appears to be no statistical
relationship between the DD bias and the differential time between HIRAD and SFMR.
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Figure 5.8 Average double difference bias of each HIRAD/SFMR leg combination for hurricane
Karl.

5.2.3 Systematic Variation of DD with EIA and Scene Brightness Temperatures

Next, we examined the average DD for the individual HIRAD legs (with all collocated SFMR legs
combined) to determine if there were systematic changes with EIA and/or scene brightness
temperature. The results for EIA analysis are presented in Fig. 5.9, where DD’s of the four HIRAD
legs plotted in different symbols (blue *, green o, red +, and black ) with EIA for left and right
sub-swaths separated. Here results are similar to hurricane Earl in that there are apparent bias
offsets for each HIRAD leg (although considerably smaller offsets). When these leg-dependent
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offsets are removed and a combined scatter diagram produced, the EIA dependence is reasonably
flat, with a random scatter in the DD values that is < ± 5 K.

Figure 5.9 Binned average double difference (with respect to EIA) for HIRAD legs in hurricane
Karl.

Finally, the double difference of each HIRAD leg was cross correlated with the theoretical HIRAD
scene temperatures. As described above (for hurricane Earl), these data were averaged in 5 K bins
of the theoretical scene Tb and presented in a scatter diagram in Fig. 5.10, where each HIRAD leg
is displayed in a different colored symbol. The resulting scatter diagram is significantly improved
compared to that of hurricane Earl, and the results are flat over the range of 80 – 120 K of scene
temperature. Beyond this range, L-6 and L-8 exhibits a normal progression of DD without
significant change; whereas for L-4, there is a significant drop of > 5 K, which may be related to
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either high wind speed or rain rate. Overall, it appears that the HIRAD radiometric calibration is
essentially linear.

Figure 5.10 Double difference of HIRAD legs (4, 5, 6 &8) of hurricane Karl plotted versus the
theoretical HIRAD scene temperatures
5.2.4 HIRAD Tb Validation

Based upon the results presented above for hurricane Karl, we assume that the radiometric
calibration was stable in time and independent of EIA; therefore a subset of the HIRAD/SFMR
match-up set were used to develop an empirical transfer function to convert HIRAD observed Tb’s
into “Corrected Tb’s”, which removes the DD bias for all HIRAD observations. This “tuning
dataset” consisted of HIRAD legs (4, 6 & 8) for the EIA bins (50⁰: 60⁰). Using the theoretical
HIRAD ocean scene temperatures (and HIRAD and SFMR Tb for land, see Appendix D), we
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performed a linear regression with the corresponding original HIRAD Tb observations to produce
the HIRAD transfer function shown in Fig. 5.11. Note that both linear and quadratic regression
equations were found, and the second order poly fit was selected to transfer the original Tb’s into
the “Corrected Tb’s”.

Figure 5.11 A scatter diagram with regression between HIRAD’s corrected Tbs and the Original
Tbs. Note the addition of the land point to the plot at the top right corner.

For purposes of validation, we applied this transfer function to compare original HIRAD and
Corrected HIRAD with theoretical HIRAD Tb’s for four HIRAD legs. The top panel of Fig. 5.12
shows a time series plot of HIRAD: Original Tb (blue asterisk), Corrected Tb (red asterisk), and
Modeled Tb (black circle) for leg H-4/S-1 matchups for EIA bin (30⁰:32⁰). These plots are time
series versus the corresponding longitude, and the bottom panel of Fig. 5.12 shows the resulting
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delta-Tb, which is defined as the difference between modeled and corrected Tb’s. For most of the
matchups in this example, the Corrected Tb’s are in reasonable agreement with the modeled Tbs.

Figure 5.12 Hurricane Karl, top panel: HIRAD H-4/S-1 match-up time series of Corrected (red
asterisk), Original (blue asterisk) and Modeled (black circle) Tb’s for EIA bin (30⁰:32⁰); bottom
panel: difference between Corrected and Modeled Tb.
Another example is given in Fig. 5.13, where HIRAD leg 5 match-ups near nadir (EIA = 2⁰:4⁰).
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Figure 5.13 Hurricane Karl, top panel: HIRAD H-5/S-2 match-up time series of Corrected (red
asterisk), Original (blue asterisk) and Modeled (black circle) Tb’s for EIA bin (2⁰:4⁰); bottom
panel: difference between Corrected and Modeled Tb.
For the edge of the swath, two examples are presented next. Consider Fig. 5.14, where the time
series plots of HIRAD leg H-6/S-3 match-ups are plotted in the top panel and the bottom panel
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represents the corresponding delta-Tb. The EIA bin for this example is 58⁰:60⁰ that occur at the
left sub-swath of HIRAD’s leg 6. For most of the matchups, the delta Tb is within 5 Kelvin;
however, there are a few cases where the delta Tb exceeds 10 Kelvins. Overall, the transfer
function performed well in correcting the majority of the HIRAD Tb’s.

Figure 5.14 Hurricane Karl, HIRAD H-6/S-3 match-up time series of Corrected (red asterisk),
Original (blue asterisk) and Modeled (black circle) Tb’s for EIA bin (58⁰:60⁰); bottom panel:
difference between Corrected and Modeled Tb.
Finally, consider Fig. 5.15 where the EIA bin (55⁰:57⁰) of leg H-8/S-5 match-ups are presented as
a time series. Note that these match-ups occur at the right sub-swath of HIRAD. Similar to the
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previous example, most the delta-Tb for leg 8 are within 5 Kelvins with a few match-ups that have
higher delta Tb values.

Figure 5.15 Hurricane Karl, Top panel: HIRAD’s leg H-8/S-5 match-up time series of Corrected
Tb (red asterisk), Original Tb (blue asterisk) and Modeled Tb (black circle) for EIA bin (55⁰:57⁰),
Bottom panel: difference between adjusted and modeled Tbs.
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The conclusions of the analysis performed in this dissertation will be presented in the next chapter
along with the recommendations of the future work that can be performed on different sets of
HIRAD’s data.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusion

As previously stated, the HIRAD instrument has been flown with several different hardware and
data processing versions. Therefore, the focus of this dissertation was to develop objective analysis
procedures to obtain independent evaluations of the HIRAD archived data products produced by
NASA MSFC. These techniques were described in Chapters 3 and 4, and examples of the results
obtained for hurricane Earl and Karl during the NASA GRIP mission are presented in Chapter 5.

A significant accomplishment of this dissertation has been the adaption of the highly successful
inter-satellite radiometric calibration (XCAL) technique to HIRAD. Specifically, the CFRSL
double difference technique developed for XCAL has been adapted for HIRAD using near
simultaneous SFMR observations; where, storm relative coordinates have been used to provide
spatial match-ups of HIRAD and SFMR, relative to the center of the storm (hurricane eye). This
technique includes applying conservative quality control filters for HIRAD data, where only the
trusted match-ups between HIRAD and SFMR are selected and used. After performing this quality
check, sufficient numbers of pixels were available to perform a statistical analysis.

Moreover, the effectiveness of the double difference technique has been demonstrated using
HIRAD measurements from the GRIP mission for hurricanes Earl and Karl in 2010. By applying
the double difference approach, for cross-calibration between SFMR and HIRAD, there are many
match-ups that allow statistical hypothesis testing, where the dependence of the resulting HIRAD
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DD biases were analyzed, to determine: if the radiometric calibration biases changes with the time
or if the biases depend upon the difference between HIRAD and SFMR, or if the DD depends on
EIA or the scene temperature.

From the analysis performed on hurricanes Earl and Karl, it was concluded that DD changed
between the two flights. Also, the DD biases varied from leg to leg, which may indicate a
calibration drift over time that was not corrected by the clear sky in-flight calibration performed
by NASA MSFC. By examining the DD as a function of the EIA, it was concluded that the
radiometric calibration did not change. Thus using the DD technique, we were able to validate the
NASA data process (image reconstruction). Further, since the radiometric calibration did not
change with scene brightness temperature, we were able to verify that the HIRAD radiometric
calibration is essentially linear. Furthermore, based on the results presented in Chapter 5, we
demonstrated that radiometric calibration offsets can be removed using a transfer function to
convert observed HIRAD Tb’s into “Corrected Tbs”.

Finally, we developed a Tb slope technique to determine the geolocation accuracy of the
(Latitude/Longitude) of HIRAD Tb images of high contrast targets, which were compared with
high resolution coastline maps. The analysis shows that HIRAD has a very good geolocation
accuracy in comparison to the 1 km high resolution map. Also, we developed a two-dimensional
cross-correlation technique that was used to estimate the HIRAD field of view (effective spatial
resolution). We demonstrated this approach using HIRAD images of small islands and compared
our results to independent measured beam width provided by NASA Marshal Space Flight Center.
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6.2 Future work

It is important to apply this work to as many of the HIRAD flights as possible to remove
radiometric calibration biases. Therefore, continuing work is recommended to develop the transfer
function to remove the biases that exist in HIRAD Tb images using all available HIRAD flights
and following the same procedure of performing the quality check before processing and analyzing
the data.

In addition, there are frequent artifacts and issues with the HIRAD Tb images, such as the stripes
(unexpected variation of Tb which are not related to geophysical scenes) in the along track and the
cross track directions of HIRAD images. These artifacts must be removed before processing the
data for producing valid surface wind speed and rain rate retrievals.
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APPENDIX A: STEPPED FREQUENCY MICROWAVE RADIOMETER
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Currently, the airborne Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer (SFMR) is used to measure the
brightness temperatures (Tb) of the ocean scenes in hurricanes. SFMR is installed aboard the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) hurricane-penetrating aircraft P-3 and
U.S. Air Force Reserve Command (AFRC) WC-130J aircraft. The measured brightness
temperatures are used to produce the surface wind speed and the columnar rain rate by using
statistical regression algorithms. These algorithms use a geophysical model function (GMF) to
produce the surface wind speed estimates along the flight track. [1]
SFMR is a C-band radiometer (4.6-7.2 GHz) that uses a nadir-viewing antenna and receiver to
measure the brightness temperature from the sea surface. The SFMR is a well calibrated sensor
that can retrieve surface wind speeds that are extreme > 50 m/s.
SFMR measures brightness temperatures at an altitude of approximately 5,000 feet in a “figure-4”
pattern, which is centered on the hurricane eye, and includes legs that cross at the storm center. As
an example, Fig. 6.1 shows SFMR’s path over Hurricane Earl in 2010, where SFMR made two
passes through the hurricane eye from East to West and from South to North.
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Figure 6.1 Ground SFMR path over hurricane Earl in 2010 in “figure 4” pattern (black solid line).
The red dots represent the coastal map.

SFMR’S spatial resolution is ~ 1.5 km along the flight track with a cross-track footprint diameter
of 600 and 800 m, at a typical flight altitude of 1.5 km [25]. This narrow measurement swath
beneath the aircraft requires SFMR to make many passes through the Hurricane eyewall in order
to provide a brightness temperature image of the hurricane.
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Fig. 6.2 shows the SFMR installed inside a wing pod under the NOAA’s P-3 aircraft’s wing. The
instrument’s RF electronics are housed in a pressure sealed enclosure with an external antenna that
is nadir viewing along the ground track of the flight.

Figure 6.2 wing-pod mounted SFMR deployed on NOAA’s Hurricane Hunter P-3.
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APPENDIX B: GRIDDING AND MATLAB CODE
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HIRAD and SFMR have different spatial resolutions. The SFMR spatial resolution is ~ 1 km, and
as discussed in Chap. 3, the HIRAD resolution is < 5 km. Each sensor’s geodetic coordinates
(latitude/longitude) was converted to “storm relative” coordinates (see chapter 5) which is a
moving polar coordinate system centered on the hurricane eye, to spatially collocate HIRAD and
SFMR brightness temperatures. The data of each sensor was gridded and averaged into a 0.01° x
0.01° latitude/longitude boxes (~ 1 km resolution). The gridding function starts by initializing a
matrix (latitude /longitude) with the desired resolution.

The main idea of gridding is to round the actual location (latitude/longitude) to the closest locations
in our matrix that is based on the selected resolution. Since gridding is performed in Matlab, it is
important to make sure that all the indices are above zero (Matlab doesn’t allow an index of zero
in an array and all indexing starts at 1). The count of points gridded and the standard deviation (σ)
are also calculated in the gridding function.

Below is the Matlab code used to grid and average the data of hurricane Karl’s dataset. The input
variables of the function are: longitude, latitude and the data to be gridded (brightness temperature,
wind speed, rain rate, earth incidence angles, etc). The output is: the gridded data, longitude,
latitude, variance, maximum value, minimum value, standard deviation and the number of points
in each gridded box.
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Matlab Gridding function
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [lonF, latF, EG, EG_var, EG_max,EG_min, EG_std,counts] = gridding(lon,lat,data,res)
lon = lon(:); lat = lat(:); data = data(:);
sz = numel(lon);
% Make Longitudes all positive
lon = lon + 360;
lon_ind = lon+1;
% lon_ind(lon_ind>360) = 360;
% make latitudes all positive
lat = 90+lat;
lat_ind = lat+1;
lat_ind(lat_ind>180) = 180;
% Enter the minimum and maximum values of latitude & longitude that correspond for the data
max_lat = 105 ;
min_lat = 87 ;
max_lon = 373 ;
min_lon = 357 ;
if max_lat>=0
max_lat = floor(max_lat) + 1;
else
max_lat = floor(abs(max_lat)) - 1;
max_lat = -1*max_lat;
end
if min_lat>=0
min_lat = floor(min_lat) - 1;
else
min_lat = floor(abs(min_lat)) + 1;
min_lat = -1*min_lat;
end
if max_lon>=0
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max_lon = floor(max_lon) + 1;
else
max_lon = floor(abs(max_lon)) - 1;
max_lon = -1*max_lon;
end
if min_lon>=0
min_lon = floor(min_lon) - 1;
else
min_lon = floor(abs(min_lon)) + 1;
min_lon = -1*min_lon;
end
lon_width = max_lon - min_lon;
lat_width = max_lat - min_lat;
col = round(lon_width/res);
row = round(lat_width/res)+1; % Used to create the matrices
data_grid = zeros(row,col);
var = zeros(row,col);
max_data_grid = zeros(row,col);
min_data_grid = ones(row,col)*99999; % Any value will certainly be less than 99999
count = zeros(row,col);
% data_grid_samples = zeros(row,col);
%row = round(180/res) + 1; % used to flip the row number
% R = round(max_lat/res);
% C = round(max_lon/res);
for i = 1:sz
m1 = round(lat_ind(i)/res);
%m = row-m1;
n = round(lon_ind(i)/res);
r = m1 - round(min_lat/res);
r = row - r;
c = n - round(min_lon/res);
if ~isnan(r) && ~isnan(c) && ~isnan(data(i))
data_grid(r,c) = data_grid(r,c) + data(i);
count(r,c) = count(r,c) + 1 ;
% data_grid_samples(r,c,count(r,c)) = data(i);
var(r,c)=var(r,c)+data(i).^2; % variance
max_data_grid(r,c)=max(max_data_grid(r,c) , data(i));% Maximum gridded value
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min_data_grid(r,c)=min(min_data_grid(r,c) , data(i));% Minimum gridded value
end
end
data_grid(count>0) = data_grid(count>0)./count(count>0);
var(count>0) = var(count>0)./count(count>0)-data_grid(count>0).^2;
cell_id = find(count>=0);
Column = ceil(cell_id/row);
Row = cell_id - (Column-1)*row;
m1 = row-Row; lat_ind = m1*res; lat_ind = lat_ind + min_lat; cell_lat = lat_ind-1; cell_lat =
cell_lat-90;
lon_ind = Column*res; lon_ind = lon_ind + min_lon; cell_lng = lon_ind - 1; cell_lng = cell_lng
- 360;
lonF = cell_lng;
latF = cell_lat;
EG = data_grid;
EG_var = var;
EG_max = max_data_grid;
EG_min = min_data_grid;
EG_std = sqrt(EG_var);
counts = count;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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APPENDIX C: RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODEL (RTM)
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The Radiative Transfer Model (RTM) was developed by the Central Florida Remote Sensing Lab
(CFRSL) and is used to calculate the modeled brightness temperature (Tb) of a scene. The modeled
Tb is a function of: surface wind speed (m/s), rain rate (mm/hr), sea surface temperature (Kelvins),
Earth incidence angle (degree), salinity (parts per thousand, ppt) and the radial distance from the
center of the storm (km). All these parameters are entered into the RTM to calculate the modeled
Tb. Also, the vertical atmospheric profiles including the clear liquid water, the water vapor,
Oxygen and the temperature, for each layer of the RTM, are used to calculate the modeled Tb.

A physically based C-band microwave ocean surface emissivity model has been developed to
support this RTM

and was developed using brightness temperature observations during

hurricanes, which were obtained using the airborne Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer
(SFMR) [26].

The thickness of the CFRSL radiative transfer model is 20 km which is equivalent to the altitude
of HIRAD’s flights. The RTM is divided into 39 atmospheric layers. These layers are smaller near
the surface (50 meters) and bigger at the flight level (~ 2 Km). The thickness of the layers increase
as a function of altitude as shown in the cartoon in Fig. 6.3
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Figure 6.3 Forward atmospheric model [27]
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APPENDIX D: LAND POINT BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE
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This appendix illustrates the method followed in determining the brightness temperature value
over land for the 5 GHz channel.
The “land point” Tb value was obtained from analyzing HIRAD Tb imagery obtained during
HIRAD’s flight over the northern Florida peninsula in 2013 that is shown Fig. 6.4.

Figure 6.4 HIRAD Tb at 5 GHz over Florida during 2013 flight

An analysis was performed on this HIRAD image over Florida (leg 26) to determine the mean Tb
value of land. First quality control filters were applied to eliminate the outliers from each EIA bin,
which were > 2 standard deviations from the mean, and then the mean value of the Tbs for each
EIA bin was calculated. Results shown in Figs: 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 are histograms of Tb at 5 GHz for
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three EIA bins: 0° - 5°, 25° – 35°, and 45° - 55°, a summary of the mean value and standard
deviation of each of these three histograms are given in table 6.4

Figure 6.5 Histogram of HIRAD Tb@ 5 GHz over Florida for EIA (0-5 deg). Mean value = 272.11
& standard deviation = 13.62 kelvins
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Figure 6.6 Histogram of HIRAD Tb@ 5 GHz over Florida for EIA (25-35 deg). Mean value =
282.58 & standard deviation = 23.28 kelvins

Figure 6.7 Histogram of HIRAD Tb@ 5 GHz over Florida for EIA (45-55 deg). Mean value =
273.52 & standard deviation = 16.27 kelvins.
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Table 6.1 HIRAD Tb at 5 GHz statistics for different EIA bins.
EIA bin

Mean

Standard deviation

0-5

272.11

13.62

25-35

282.58

23.28

45-55

273.52

16.27

Since the mean value of the different bins were within few Kelvin, all the data were combined
and the resulting histogram is shown in Fig. 6.8. Thus, the mean value of the Tb = 277 K (for all
EIA) was used as the observed HIRAD Tb over land for the 5 GHz channel.

Figure 6.8 Histogram of HIRAD Tb@ 5 GHz over Florida for EIA (0-60 deg.). Mean value =
276.75 and standard deviation = 11.21
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Next, HIRAD/SFMR collocations over land were found (not simultaneous observations), and
results shown in Fig. 6.9 compare HIRAD observed Tbs to SFMR Tb value 257 K for 5 GHz.

Figure 6.9 Collocated Tb between HIRAD and SFMR at 5 GHz over land
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